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The age of digitization is marked by a huge quantity and variety of 
electronic content distributed on the Internet. Building national col-
lections of deposited electronic publications is a challenge related to the 
preservation of the global cultural heritage. The purpose of the article is 
to examine the ongoing transformation of the digital legal deposit with 
a focus on the legislative and public access regulation. The geographical 
scope of the research covers the countries from the European Union 
in the time span of the last two decades. Three stages of digital legal 
deposit implementation are identified: legislative regulation, technolo-
gical infrastructure and practical procedures. The article presents the 
adaptation of deposit laws to the new media environment marked by fast 
growing online publishing. The study identifies the features of controlled 
e-reading as the main access tool in the deposit institutions and classifies 
them into two types: restriction related and usability related. The major 
challenges to a further digital legal deposit development are specified as 
legislative, technological, financial, and social. Examples of public access 
regulation in several European national libraries are observed with 
emphasis on the most advanced practices. Based on the main findings, 
the article formulates the forecast for less restrictions and better coo-
peration within the European Union concerning the regulation of public 
access to digital deposit collections.

KEYWORDS: digital legal deposit, electronic publications, e-reading, deposit institutions, 
public access.
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AINTRODUCTION

The legal deposit of printed works has a history of more than five 
centuries. The technological innovations in the second half of the 20th century 
created the need for preservation of a new type of audiovisual products such 
as movies, TV programs, and musical works in the national libraries and other 
deposit institutions. Later on, electronic newspapers, magazines and books be-
came a fast growing market phenomenon. The magnitude of communication 
on the Internet and the expansion of social networks to daily life – both private 
and corporate, made real the “global village” forecasted by Marshall McLuhan. 
Online electronic publications have hugely increased in variety and quantity 
and thus their preservation became an issue of global importance. The adap-
tation of legal deposit practices to the new communication environment has 
become a challenge on global scale. 

These highly dynamic processes happen at a pace exceeding their scientific 
interpretation. The purpose of the article is to examine the transformation of 
the digital legal deposit in terms of legislation and public access regulation. Sev-
eral tasks have been set to serve this purpose. The tasks related to empiric data 
were as follows:
• present the most important international prescriptive documents related to 

the regulation of digital legal deposit;
• study the update of the national legal deposit legislations in the EU coun-

tries;
• collect representative data about the advanced practices in digital legal depo-

sit implementati;
• compare the public access regulation among various national deposit institu-

tions within the European Union.

The theoretical tasks required an analytical approach to the digital legal de-
posit practices: 
• determine the stages of implementation of digital legal deposit;
• analyze the structure of digital legal deposit process;
• identify the features of e-reading as the only relevant tool for public access to 

the deposited electronic publications;
• formulate forecast related to public access regulation in national deposit ins-

titutions.
The study focuses on the legal deposit of electronic publications from 

electronic communication networks. The main area of scientific interest is the 
public access to the deposited electronic publications and e-reading as a tool to 



138 use them. Thus the previous stages of legal deposit process – collection, classi-
fication and preservation – are only touched upon. The digitization of the prin-
ted works from the libraries’ collection is also out of the research scope.

In terms of geographical coverage, the research refers to the countries from 
the European Union only. Digital legal deposit has not been fully implemented 
in all EU member-states yet. Therefore only the advanced practices have been 
presented. The time span is the period of the two last decades as the first re-
gulated activities for collecting and preserving online electronic publications 
started in the last years of the past century. 

The data related to digital legal deposit implementation and access regu-
lation was collected from various sources: directives and other relevant docu-
ments of European Union institutions; official publications of international 
organizations related to the subject; national legal deposit laws of several EU 
countries; regulatory instructions and rules of national libraries.

The theoretical layer of the study is built on publications concerning media 
digitization, research on e-reading, observations on digital legal deposit practi-
ces in several countries and the comparison of public access practices in selec-
ted European national libraries.

Comparative analysis was the main method applied in the study process. It 
serves the purpose of identitying the best practices in granting public access to 
the deposited digital works. Both achievements and challenges are presented 
using the descriptive approach, which prevails over the theoretical interpre-
tations. This is understandable bearing in mind that the purpose of the study 
is rooted in a concrete practical activity – namely, public access to deposited 
electronic publications. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF DIGITAL LEGAL DEPOSIT

Public access to deposited electronic works is not an isolated mat-
ter – be it in terms of regulation, or in terms of practical procedure. It could be 
examined and explained only as part of the whole digital deposit process, which 
has a relatively short implementation history. 

The background of digital legal deposit goes back to the 80ies of the last cen-
tury when the need for legislative changes became an issue of international im-
portance. UNESCO published two Guidelines for legal deposit legislation with-
in an interval of 20 years (in 1981 and in 2000) in order to direct and accelerate 
the changes in the local deposit laws concerning the new type of products. The 
Guidelines from 2000 focused on electronic publications and classified them 
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Ainto two categories – stored on a physical carrier, such as CD-ROM and DVDs, 

and those distributed through electronic communication networks1. The Con-
ference of the Directors of the National Libraries in 1994 assigned a working 
group chaired by the director of the British Library to elaborate a study on the 
legal deposit of electronic publications. Two years later the working group pre-
sented a report alerting the need of legislation changes, which could include 
electronic publications within the scope of legal deposit2. 

An act of notable international significance was the UNESCO Charter on 
the Preservation of Digital Heritage of October 2003. It recognized all types of 
electronic publications as part of the world cultural heritage. Another official 
document of high importance was the European Commission Recommenda-
tion of 27 October 2011 on the digitization and online accessibility of cultural 
material and digital preservation. It urged the member-states to “make the 
necessary arrangements for the deposit of material created in digital format 
in order to guarantee its long-term preservation, and improve the efficiency 
of existing deposit arrangements for the material created in digital format”3. 
The project NETLIB (Networked European Deposit Library) was realized in the 
period of 1998–2000 with two main goals: a) to identify the technological tools 
for long-term preservation and usability of the electronic publications, and b) 
to test a model for future establishment of a networked European digital de-
posit library4. 

In parallel with the publication of electronically born works, a comprehen-
sive digitization of the printed works in libraries has become a routine process 
in modern European libraries. However, deposited electronic publications have 
been treated differently from the rest of the digital libraries’ collections. Depos-
ited works – regardless of their format and the way of being read – have got a 
special category status related to the main purpose of legal deposit – the long-
term preservation of the cultural heritage. 

1  L ARIVIÈRE, Jules. Guidelines for Legal 
Deposit Legislation. Paris: UNESCO, 2000. 
[accessed 4 May 2017]. Access through 
Internet: <http://unesdoc.unesco.org/
images/0012/001214/121413eo.pdf>.
2  The Legal Deposit of Electronic Publications. 
UNESCO. [accessed 13 August 2017]. Access 
through Internet: <http://www.unesco.org/web-
world/memory/legaldep.html>.
3  European Commission Recommendation of 27 

October 2011 on the digitization and online ac-
cessibility of cultural material and digital preserva-
tion. Official Journal of the European Union.  
L 283. Vol. 54, p. 39-43. [accessed 26 June 2017]. 
Access through Internet: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/
legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/.
4  NEDLIB. Networked Digital European Library. 
CORDIS. European Commission. [accessed 12 
August 2017]. Access through Internet: <http://
cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/43331_en.html>.



140 Three stages of digital legal deposit implementation could be identified: leg-
islative regulation, technological infrastructure, and practical procedure.

The first stage comprises legislative changes needed to enlarge the scope 
of digital deposit over all types of electronic publications. The legislative acts 
have also addressed issues such as copyright on electronic publications and the 
balance between the interests of the publishers and the obligations of deposit 
institutions. Most of the legislation changes have been initiated in the first de-
cade of the 21st century, but in some countries the process of elaborating the 
current legislative acts started even earlier5.

Denmark was the first country that regulated by law the collection of elec-
tronic publications from the Internet. It was in 1997 that the new legal deposit 
law extended its scope over all Danish publications regardless of the medium 
they were produced on. The latest Act on Legal Deposit of Published Material, 
which entered into force on 1 July 2005, added “the material published in elec-
tronic communication networks” to the deposit product scope. Since then the 
entire domain “dk” has become subject to legal deposit6. Two institutions were 
granted the status of national libraries, entitled to collect the deposited cop-
ies: the Royal Library in Copenhagen and the State and University Library in 
Ärhus7.

In 1997, Estonia also introduced a new legal deposit law which covered on-
line electronic publications. An amendment to the law from 2006 regulates the 
automated collection of websites and other content from the Internet. The re-
cently updated Legal Deposit Copy Act entered into force on 1 January 2017. 
It guarantees equal treatment of printed and electronic publications as cultural 
heritage. The subject of deposit is “a web publication made publicly accessible 
through a technical device or process, which [...] has been made publicly acces-
sible”8. The deposit institution is the National Library of Estonia (Eesti Rahvus-
raamatukogu). 

The Regulations of the Austrian National Library from 2002 recognized its 
status as deposit institution. The Austrian Media Act specifies legal deposit 
procedures. The primary duty of the National Library (Österreichische Nation-
albibliothek) is “collecting and archiving all works appearing or published in 
Austria, including electronic media”9.

The Law on the National Library of Germany (Deutsche Nationalbibliothek) 
from June 2006 confirms its status of deposit institution, which has been at-
tributed the responsibility – among other duties – collect, catalogue, index and 
archive electronic publications. Legal deposit regulation in Germany became a 
law in October, 200810.
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AIn France, legal deposit coverage was extended to online publications by the 

Law from August 2006 regarding the authors’ rights and related rights in the 
Information society11. This law was incorporated as a supplement to the French 
Heritage Law. The collection, preservation and access to the deposited electron-
ic publications are entrusted to the National Library of France (Bibliothèque 
nationale de France).

The Swedish Legal Deposit Act from 1993 covered the delivery of electronic 
publications on a physical carrier like CD-ROM, DVD, audio cassettes. The law 
was supplemented by the Legal Deposit Act for Electronic Materials in 2012, 
which extended the publishers’ obligations to deposit electronic documents 
based on two major criteria – their public accessibility and their distribution 
through electronic networks. The National Library (Sveriges nationalbibliotek) 
has the responsibility to build digital deposit collections12. The harvesting of 
websites from the national domain started as back as in 1997 with two to three 
campaigns per year. The collection of newspaper websites started in 2002 and 
was carried out on a daily basis13. Currently, the National Library has fully im-
plemented the harvesting of electronic publications from the Internet. 

5  TOTOMANOVA, Antoaneta; STEFANOVA, 
Radoslava. Mrejovite resursi – chast ot pismenoto 
kulturno nasledstvo na sveta. [In Bulgarian]. 
Biblioteka, no. 5, 2014, p. 7–27.
6  Act on Legal Deposit of Published Material. The 
Royal Danish Library. [accessed 28 July 2017]. 
Access through Internet: <http://www.kb.dk/en/
kb/service/pligtaflevering-ISSN/lov.html>.
7  Networking for Digital Reservation: Current 
Practice in 15 National Libraries. IFLA Publica-
tions 119. Munchen: K. G. Saur Verlag, 2006, 
p. 109–118. [accessed 27 August 2017]. Access 
through Internet: <www.ifla.org/files/assets/hq/
publications/ifla-publications-series-119.pdf>
8  Legal Deposit Copy Act. 15 June 2016. Riigi 
Teataja. [accessed 9 August 2017]. Access through 
Internet: <(https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/
eli/514092016001/consolide>.
9  Austria Media Act. Osterreichische Nationalbib-
liothek. [accessed 1 June 2017]. Access through 
Internet: <https://www.onb.ac.at/en/library/
modern-library/structure-of-holdings/delivery-of-
publications/depositing-of-printed-media/>.
10  GÖMPEL, Renate; SVENSSON, Lars. Managing 

Legal Deposit for Online Publications in Germany. 
IFLA. 2011. [accessed 4 July 2017]. Access 
through Internet: <https://www.ifla.org/past-
wlic/2011/193-goempel-en.pdf>.
11  Loi n° 2006-961 du 1er août 2006 relative au 
droit d‘auteur et aux droits voisins dans la société 
de l‘information. Legifrance. [accessed 29 July 
2017]. Access through Internet: <http://www.
legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORF
TEXT000000266350&dateTexte=&categorieLi
en=id>.
12  Legal Deposits of Electronic Materials in 
Sweden. Kungl Bibilotheket. [accessed 25 June 
2017]. Access through Internet: < http://www.
kb.se/dokument/Pliktleverans/Eplikt_myndighet-
er_eng140917.pdf>.
13  NILSSON, Pär. Making Sense of it all – com-
bining digitized analogue collections with e-legal 
deposit and harvested websites. Available from: 
<https://www.ifla.org/files/assets/newspapers/
Singapore_2013_papers/day_2_03_2013_ifla_sat-
ellite_nilsson_par_making_sense_of_it_all-_com-
bining_digitized_analogue_collections_with_e-
legal_deposit_and_harvested_web_sites.pdf>.



142 In Finland, digital deposit is regulated by the Act on Collecting and Preserv-
ing the Cultural Material from 2007. The deposit institution is the National 
Library (Kansallis Kirjasto). Electronic publications could be delivered to the 
Legal Deposit Office through an online form, via dedicated connection to FTP 
server, or in a data storage carrier. If the automatic collection fails, the pub-
lisher has to submit digital publications14. 

The legal deposit in Spain is assigned to the National Library (Biblioteca 
Nacional de España), which created a web archive in 2009 for preserving and 
assuring future access of the material published online. In July 2015 the Coun-
cil of Ministers passed the Royal Decree implementing Law 23/2011, which 
states that the websites and online publications are considered as subject to 
legal deposit15. 

The deposit of online electronic publications in the United Kingdom is regu-
lated by the Legal Deposit Libraries (Non-Print Works) Regulations 2013. It is 
based on the Legal Deposit Libraries Act 2003 and determines the procedures 
for requesting and harvesting the publications on the web. The institution en-
titled to build and maintain digital deposit collections in the United Kingdom, 
is the British Library16. 

In the Netherlands, no special legal deposit law exists. However, the deposit 
is based on the agreement from 1983 between the Royal Library (Koninkli-
jke Bibliotheek) and selected publishing organizations. The Royal Library es-
tablished the Dutch Repository of Electronic Publications in 1993, which was 
further transformed to e-Depot in 2002. The Royal Library has the status of 
national deposit institution. The agreement between the Dutch Publishers’ As-
sociation and the Royal Library from April 1999 regulates the deposit of elec-
tronic publications on a voluntary basis. The arrangement refers to both off-
line and online publications17. 

In some countries legal deposit regulation has been updated, but the collec-
tion of online electronic publications has not been implemented accordingly. 
Such is the case of Bulgaria, where a new article, amending the Legal Deposit 
Law in 2009, extended the deposit coverage to “the works in digital format pub-
lished in electronic communication networks”. The legislative change remained 
on paper only, because no collection of electronic material from the Internet 
has been initiated and no respective procedure has been established18. Another 
example of incomplete digital legal deposit implementation is Italy, where the 
deposit law has been changed and even digital infrastructure has been built, 
but the realization of the large-scale project has been interrupted because of 
severe budget cuts19. On the other hand, the local deposit laws in Czech Repub-
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14  Service Description and Instruction. Legal 
Deposit Office. The National Library of Finland. 
[accessed 28 July 2017]. Access through Internet: 
<https://www.kansalliskirjasto.fi/en/legal-deposit-
office#online-material>.
15  Real Decreto 635 /2015, de 10 de julio, por el 
que se regula el déposito legal de las publicaciones 
en línea. Boletín Oficial del Estado. Available from: 
<http://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php>.
16  Guidance on the Legal Deposit Libraries 
(Non-Print Works) Regulations 2013. [accessed 
4 May 2017]. Access through Internet: <https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-
on-the-legal-deposit-libraries-non-print-works-
regulations-2013>.
17  Arrangement for depositing electronic publica-
tions at the Deposit of Netherlands Publications 
in the Koninklijke Bibliotheek. [accessed 25 May 
2017]. Access through Internet: <https://www.
kb.nl/sites/default/files/docs/overeenkomst-nuv-

kb-en.pdf>.
18  ALEXANDROV, Georgi. Ot vsyako pechatno 
neshto do proizvedeniyata v digitalna forma. 
(Ne)zabravenite. [In Bulgarian]. Sofia: Faculty of 
Journalism and Mass Communication. Sofia Uni-
versity St. Kliment Ohridski, 2017, p. 205–221. 
ISBN 978-954-8194-84-6.
19  Digital Legal Deposit. An IPA Special Report. 
24 July 2014. [accessed 3July 2017]. Access 
through Internet: <https://www.international-
publishers.org/images/news/2014/digital-legal-
deposit-2014.pdf>.
20  Undertaking to the Joint Committee on Legal 
deposit on the security of deposited non-print 
publications. 13 June 2013. British Library. [ac-
cessed 29 June 2017]. Access through Internet: 
<https://www.bl.uk/aboutus/legaldeposit/web-
sites/security/jointsecurityundertaking>.
21  TOTOMANOVA, Antoaneta; STEFANOVA, 
Radoslava. Mrejovite resursi…, p. 7–27.

lic and Portugal do not cover online electronic publications, but nevertheless 
these countries have started selective collection of websites identified by the 
national domain. Technological infrastructure is the second stage of digital de-
posit implementation, which comprises all software and hardware solutions, 
equipment and electronic platforms for the realization of digital legal deposit. 
In this respect no common approach has been applied so far. Individual solu-
tions depend on the local traditions in legal deposit, the technological stage 
of development and the different standpoints taken by deposit institutions 
towards the publishers of off-line and online works. The investment level re-
quired for implementing and maintaining digital repositories still seems to be 
unaffordable for some countries within the European Union.

Coordination of public access and e-reading procedures is done at the na-
tional level. A good example is the Digital Content Storage System (DCSS) de-
veloped by the British Library, which is the shared infrastructure supporting 
the six interlinked deposit libraries in the United Kingdom20. 

Technological cooperation exists at the international level, too. The experi-
ence exchange between the national libraries has allowed the use of the same 
software in several countries. Typical examples for coordinated approach are Ne-
tarchiveSuite, Heritrix, and Wayback Machine, which are internationally applied 
software solutions for automatic website collection and archive management21. 



144 The third stage of digital deposit implementation is the practical procedure. 
It comprises all prescriptions, rules, guidelines and principles which ensure the 
realization of the whole process of delivery, classification and reservation of 
deposited electronic publications, as well as the way they are accessed by the 
users. These procedures usually regulate the relations between the deposit in-
stitution and all potential partners – individual and corporate publishers, dis-
tributors, and readers. 

THE STRUCTURE OF DIGITAL DEPOSIT PROCESS

The structure of the digital deposit comprises four consecutive 
elements: collection, classification, preservation and public access. They are 
linked in sequence and interdependence. 

The way of collecting the publications represents the main difference be-
tween the traditional and the digital deposit. Electronic publications on a phys-
ical carrier, such as CD-ROM, DVD, USB flash-drive, are still delivered in the 
traditional way, which presumes the active role of the publisher. What really 
differs from the traditional process is the collection of electronic publications 
from the Internet, because it is the deposit institution which actively does it. 
The notion “deposit” obtains a new meaning, because most frequently the de-
posit institution realizes an automatic collection through crawling software, 
commonly known as “harvesting”. 

Deposit institutions collect web publications by three methods. The first 
one is the automatic collection by crawling software. In this case the national 
domain is used as identification of national belonging of the targeted websites. 
In case of access restrictions the publisher is asked either to assure access or to 
deliver the content. The second method is applied when the publisher prefers 
to deliver his own content. An agreement between the deposit institution and 
the publisher is usually needed. When the publisher is involved the delivery is 
realized through an online submission platform provided and maintained by 
the deposit institution. Submission on a physical carrier is also possible. The 
third method is the selective archiving carried on by the librarians from the 
deposit institution. In such cases the collected websites are usually related to 
big social, political or sport events, significant social campaigns, large public 
initiatives, etc. Having in mind the permanent increase of online publishing, 
the deposited electronic works are representative rather than a comprehen-
sive reflection of all available online content. For example, the French National 
Library tries to achieve a representative “mirror” of the online publications 
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Aand accept the fact that the comprehensiveness of online publications is not 

achievable with for the time being22.
The classification of deposit electronic publications is based on both local 

and international regulation. The way the metadata is collected and dealt with 
in the classification process is still a challenge, because it involves many pub-
lishers and a huge number of electronic works. Higher automatization is tar-
geted, especially for dynamic online electronic publications. 

The major challenge in the preservation of electronic publications is sustain-
ability. The dynamic innovations in software, reading devices and physical carri-
ers raise the question about the long-term usability of electronically born prod-
ucts. They may become unusable in the future when new reading devices and 
practices replace those of today. Here comes the conflict between the authors’ 
rights protection connected to various ways of restriction of access and the need 
to preserve the deposited products in a format accessible for the decades ahead. 
That is why in France, for example, the files with DRM protection or closed-
source format are not accepted because the preservation system of the National 
Library may fail to deal with them. Technical access solutions may also not be ap-
plicable for strongly protected online publications. The regulation of the digital 
deposit usually allows the library to make copies of non-print works in different 
format for preservation purposes without breaking the integrity of the works. 
This is the case in the UK and the Netherlands23. Some deposit institutions – in 
Germany and Austria, for instance, make two copies of deposit electronic publi-
cations – one for preservation purposes and one for readers’ use24.

Public access is the only communicative element of the digital deposit and 
“chronologically” comes after the collection, classification, and preservation, 
which are internal responsibilities of deposit institutions. This element of the 
digital legal deposit has got two aspects: regulatory – related to the set of pre-
scribed rules, and practical – related to e-reading tools and practice.

22  DERROT, Sophie; OURY, Clément. “Ebooks: 
rather electronic or book? Extending legal deposit of 
e-books at the Bibliothèque nationale de France”. 
IFLA, 2014, Lion. [accessed 22 August 2017]. 
Access through Internet: <http://library.ifla.
org/830/1/087-derrot-en.pdf>.
23  Guidance on the Legal Deposit Libraries (Non-

Print Works) Regulations 2013. [accessed 4 May 
2017]. Access through Internet: <https://www.
gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-
the-legal-deposit-libraries-non-print-works-regula-
tions-2013>.
24  Networking for Digital Reservation, p. 109–118.
 



146 REGULATION OF PUBLIC ACCESS TO DIGITAL 
DEPOSIT COLLECTIONS

The main purpose of the legal deposit of electronic publications is 
their reservation as part of the cultural heritage of each nation and the whole 
world. However, one of the key responsibilities of the deposit institutions is to 
assure public access to the digital archives. The use of the deposited electronic 
publications is realized through regulated e-reading practices and depends on 
the access restriction rules of the national deposit institutions. No internation-
ally valid rules regulate public access to local digital deposit collections, but ex-
amples of prescriptive documents with international scope could be cited. 

The Digital Single Market strategy of the European Union targets not only 
long-term preservation of the cultural heritage of Europe. It also triggers the 
enlargement of online accessibility to the preserved digital content. This is the 
spirit of article 10 of the European Commission Recommendation of 27 Octo-
ber 2011 on the digitization and online accessibility of cultural material and 
digital preservation. The document recommends that “right holders deliver 
works to legal deposit libraries without technical protection measures” and 
that the regulation allows “the transfer of digital legal deposit works from one 
legal deposit library to other deposit libraries”25.

On the other hand, deposit libraries and publishers have defended more re-
strictive regulation of e-reading practices in the digital archives. Such position 
was clearly expressed by two large professional organizations – the Conference 
of European National Libraries and the Federation of European Publishers – in 
their Statement on the Implementation of (Statutory and Voluntary) Deposit 
Schemes for Non-Print Publications from 2012. The statement reflects the 
common practice of controlled e-reading, such as limited access in the premises 
of the deposit libraries, designated off-line computers and ban on concurrent 
reading26. Digital deposited content in the United Kingdom is listed in the de-
posit libraries’ catalogues but cannot be distantly accessed. They could be read 
or viewed only on designated computer terminals in the premises of the six 
deposit libraries. One document only could be read at a time. Digital coping 
is not allowed and printed copy could be taken of a limited part of the docu-
ment. The publishers have the right to impose embargo on their own electronic 
publications for a period of maximum of three years. The work could be used 
at the integrity level as it has been deposited. The library neither deconstructs 
nor aggregates the content. For example, if an electronic newspaper is depos-
ited in separate articles, it is read by the users in the library in that way. If an  
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25  European Commission Recommendation of 
27 October 2011 on the digitization and online 
accessibility of cultural material and digital pres-
ervation. Official Journal of the European Union. 
L 283. Vol. 54, p. 39–43. [accessed 26 June 
2017]. Access through Internet: <http://eur-lex.
europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/>.
26  Statement on the Implementation of (Statutory 
and Voluntary) Deposit Schemes for Non-Print Pub-

lications. 2012. [accessed 20 July 2017]. Access 
through Internet: <http://www.fep-fee.eu/FEP-
and-CENL-adopt-joint-statement>.
27  Guidance on the Legal Deposit Libraries (Non-
Print Works) Regulations 2013. [accessed 4 May 
2017]. Access through Internet: <https://www.
gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-
the-legal-deposit-libraries-non-print-works-regu-
lations-2013>.

e-book is a single composition the library will not deconstruct it in chapters just 
to enable more people to use it at the same time27.

In the Netherlands, only authorized users may have access to the deposited 
content – library staff and readers. The deposited publications could be accessed 
by links which work only in the National Library’s reading rooms. The publish-
ers have a guaranteed access to their own publications. The level of access to the 
content stored in the e-depot depends on the individual agreements with the 
publishers. Regarding downloading the publisher’s permission is decisive. The 
publisher could decide to allow equal terms for depository and any other use.

In France, access to deposited print and electronic publications is restricted 
to research areas only. The users could only be authorized people. The National 
Library of France offers 350 dedicated computers for consulting the web ar-
chives in its two branches located in Paris and Avignon. Access regulation in 
Germany is slightly different. Two copies of the deposited electronic publica-
tions could be read at the same time. Similarly to France, the two branches of 
the National Library – in Frankfurt and Leipzig, offer access to the deposited 
electronic publications. The publishers have the right and the responsibility to 
set access criteria in the metadata of the deposited publications.

Access regime regarding the deposited electronic works in Denmark is very 
restrictive because it is regulated according to the local Act on Processing Per-
sonal Data, based on the Directive on Personal Data of the European Commis-
sion from 1995. Access is only permitted to researchers with PhD degree or 
doctoral students. The deposited content could be accessed in the premises of 
the two national libraries. Online access is possible only for the Internet mate-
rial, broadcasts and movies, and exclusively for research purposes. 

In Finland, deposited electronic publications are available only on dedicated 
computer terminals at the National Library and other legal deposit libraries, 
the Library of the Parliament, and the National Audiovisual Institute. E-read-
ing of the deposited electronic works in the National Library is realized on 10 
designated workstations. 



148 In Estonia, similarly to the United Kingdom, the publisher could impose an 
embargo on the use on its own electronic deposited publication. Otherwise, the 
National Library of Estonia provides less restrictive access. Readers are allowed 
to make one electronic or printed copy of the deposited electronic publications. 
Differently from most e-reading practices in other deposit institutions, remote 
access to deposited works is permitted. Instructions on how to distantly read e-
books is published on the National Library website. Following the latest deposit 
regulations, the publishers have to provide each print publication along with its 
digital files28. Thus, e-reading could be a tool to access deposited printed works 
if the reader preferred to use it electronically.

Croatia has also introduced an easy access to the deposited electronic publi-
cations, stored on the Croatian Web archive within the National and University 
Library in Zagreb (Nacionalna i sveuilišna knjižnica u Zagrebu). Access is free 
and e-reading could be also done remotely online. 

In Austria, public access regulation depends on the publisher’s choice. The 
publisher has to select one of three access options: freely on the Internet, mul-
tiple access within the network of the Austrian National Library and individual 
access within the network of the Austrian National Library. The third option is 
the standard one according to the local Legal Deposit Law. The publisher could 
also block public access to its publications for a year. Unless the publisher had 
explicitly authorized remote access, the deposit electronic publication could be 
read in the premises of the deposit libraries only. Electronic copies of the depos-
ited material are not permitted, but print-outs are allowed.

Differently from access to the printed deposited works, access to digital de-
posit content could be realized through e-reading only. Therefore, access regula-
tion may be interpreted as e-reading regulation. Based on the practices in the 
observed national libraries the features of e-reading of the deposited electronic 
content could be identified. They are linked to the specific status of the deposit-
ed electronic content, which requires strict access regulations and thus sets the 
frames of e-reading practices in the deposit institution. Specific e-reading fea-
tures could be classified into two types: restriction related and usability related. 
The first type of features is based on the limitations and preventive measures:
• restrictive e-reading regime, due to the cultural heritage status of electronic 

publications; 
• e-reading location limited within the premises of deposit institutions; 
• technological barriers for remote online access; 
• e-reading allowed on dedicated off-line computers only; 
• usage authorization required.
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28  Legal Deposit Copy Act. 15 June 2016. Riigi 
Teataja. [accessed 9 August 2017]. Access through 

Internet: <https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/
eli/514092016001/consolide>.

The second type of specific e-reading features relates to the way deposited 
works are used by the readers: 
• e-reading is the only tool to consult the entire content of deposited electro-

nic publications; print copies, if allowed, could cover part of the content;
• e-reading depends on the technological adaptation for sustainable long-

term access; often separate copies are made for readers’ use only;
• one electronic publication only could be accessed at a time and thus no con-

current e-eading is permitted.
Given the differences in public access regulations, several questions still re-

main open for discussions. What is the optimal restriction level of public access 
to deposit electronic publications? Would a possibility for distant online access 
to deposited digital content contradict its special cultural heritage status? How 
can we differentiate access procedures to deposited electronic publications 
from the use of all the rest digital content in deposit libraries? This issue refers 
mainly to the technical tools for realizing such differentiation.

Conclusions

The concrete examples of several EU countries illustrate and con-
firm the three stages of legal digital deposit implementation – legislative regu-
lation, technological infrastructure and practical procedures.

The changes in the national legal deposit regulations have been inspired by 
the perception of the electronic publications as part of the cultural heritage, 
which must be preserved and adapted for future access. Digital legal deposit is 
regulated by national juridical acts. However, in some countries the legislative 
changes have not been followed by practical actions for implementation of the 
digital deposit. No international regulation within the European Union con-
cerning public access to the deposited electronic publications has been develo-
ped. The digital deposit has not been fully built in all EU member-states. The 
collection of online publications has become a key element of the whole digital 
deposit process, but the number of countries which have implemented it is still 
limited. The exchange of experience and knowhow will be crucial for the inter-
national extension of this process. 

The technological infrastructure is the area where a certain level of cross-
border cooperation has been achieved. Nevertheless, digital legal deposit is still 
a matter of local legislation and practice. If the existing technological platforms 



150 were gradually synchronized, the implementation of the digital deposit in the 
remaining countries might be accelerated. Further update of the regulatory 
acts at European Union level would contribute to a more unified regulation of 
public access to national digital deposit collections. 

The review of the national practical procedures proved that access regu-
lation has set different restriction levels. The role of the publishers in the access 
given to the readers is also different. In regard to the online publications it va-
ries from strong dependence on the publishers’ goodwill in Austria, the Nether-
lands and Germany to strong administrative power of the deposit institutions 
in Denmark and France.

The study has identified the specific features of e-reading of the deposit 
electronic content. Two types of specific e-reading features could be classified: 
restriction related and usability related. 

Digital legal deposit is in a transformation process marked by fast growing 
online publishing and dynamic communication digitization. The challenges to 
the further development of the digital legal deposit are related to several as-
pects:
• legislative: related to the enlargement of the local deposit legislation to 

electronic online publications in terms of their collection, preservation, 
classification and public access. 

• technological: related to the technological solutions for the whole digital 
legal deposit process. The major issue is how to ensure long-term usability 
of the deposit electronic content in the fast changing media environment.

• financial: related to the lack of financial resources of some of national depo-
sit institutions for building and maintaining the whole digital legal deposit 
process – from automated collection to public access procedures.

• social: the collection and preservation of the online publication has not 
been perceived as a very high priority in all EU countries. 
The European Union policies for wider access to the cultural heritage, the 

latest local legislation reforms and the trend for more open access in the In-
ternet communication build the ground for forecasting how the digital deposit 
transformation would develop. The regulation of public access to the deposited 
digital content will most likely move to a more liberal regime including remote 
access, simultaneous reading and even download options. Further cooperation 
among the EU countries could be expected, especially in the technological area 
and knowhow exchange. The Digital Single Market strategy may lead to better 
synchronization of the legal deposit laws. The deposit institutions access regu-
lation reflects the delicate balance between their preservation obligations, the 
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Apublishers’ business interests, the authors’ rights, and the need for public access 

to the deposited electronic content. Therefore, both access and e-reading regu-
lation in the deposit institutions will strongly depend on the way this “conflict” 
is resolved within the complicated mix of responsibilities and interests. 
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Santrauka 
Skaitmenizacijos amžių apibūdina milžiniški įvairios internete plati-

namos elektroninės medžiagos srautai. Skaitmeninių talpyklų nacionalinių kolekcijų 
kūrimas yra iššūkis, susijęs su pasaulio kultūros paveldo išsaugojimu. Šiame straips-
nyje siekiama išnagrinėti vykstantį teisinių skaitmeninių leidinių talpyklų (teisinio 
skaitmeninio deponavimo) kismą, daugiausia dėmesio skiriant teisėkūros ir viešosios 
prieigos reguliavimui. Tyrimo geografinė aprėptis apima Europos Sąjungos valstybes 
nares per pastaruosius du dešimtmečius. Nustatyti trys teisinio skaitmeninio depona-
vimo įgyvendinimo etapai: teisinis reguliavimas, technologinė infrastruktūra ir prak-
tinės procedūros. Straipsnyje pristatomas deponavimą reglamentuojančių įstatymų 
pritaikymas prie naujos žiniasklaidos aplinkos, kuri pasižymi sparčiai augančia inter-
netine leidyba. Tyrime nustatyti kontroliuojamo elektroninio skaitymo ypatumai kaip 
pagrindinė prieigos priemonė privalomuosius egzempliorius kaupiančiose įstaigose, 
suskirstant juos į dvi kategorijas: susijusius su apribojimais ir su (pa)naudojimu. Pagrindiniai 
iššūkiai, susiję su tolesne teisinio skaitmeninio deponavimo plėtra, yra įstatyminiai, technolo-
giniai, finansiniai ir socialiniai. Straipsnyje pateikiami kai kurių Europos nacionalinių bibliote-
kų atvirosios prieigos reguliavimo pavyzdžiai, akcentuojant pažangiausią praktiką. Remiantis 
pagrindinėmis išvadomis, straipsnyje pateikiama mažesnių apribojimų ir geresnio bendradar-
biavimo tarp Europos Sąjungos valstybių narių dėl atvirosios prieigos prie suskaitmenintų tal-
pyklų kolekcijų prognozė.
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